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THE INFLATION CLOWN, THE DEBT JUBILEE, AND TRANSITORY DEMOCRACIES
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The alternative to inflation is Europe-like stagnation, soaring inequalities, and demographic suicide
An inflationary jubilee would solve the debt crisis and rising rates would reduce inequalities most effectively
Social security, Medicare, the college racket and ever-rising asset prices have helped Boomers since COVID
Rising wages, the great resignation, the great migration, and demography pave the way for a new social contract
A massive political re-alignment is under way: democracies may be more transitory than inflation

Crazy but Logical Call for Stagflation
I
had COVID brain fog disagreed with my view that inflation was the solution to the most pressing of economic,
social, and political problems of our time. This sentiment was especially prevalent among Latin American
clients, who know in their flesh that inflation enriches the powerful, destroys the middle-class, and steals from
the poor.
This contradiction was summarized by the
, which mocks the economists who first
failed to forecast inflation, then denied its signs, and before eventually claiming that it was a good thing.
The first part will show that the alternative to inflation is a Europe-style lost decade of negative rates,
demographic suicide, and soaring inequalities. After having witnessed the euthanasia of European
The second part will make the case for THE INFLATIONARY DEBT JUBILEE. A decade of 7% inflation
would half the real value of the $1.7 trillion in student debt. A decade of financial repression would euthanize
the rentier class and wipe out all public debts. The Volcker-style hikes which will eventually end the
inflationary jubilee would reduce inequalities by depressing asset prices and allow young generations to buy
cheap homes and compound wealth at positive real rates.
The third part will show that COVID has initially strengthened the four chokeholds which underpin
boomers rule: inflation-indexed pensions, the generational transfers of Medicare, the college racket, and
ever-rising asset prices.
The last part will show that the boomer ice age is ending. Rising wages, the
great resignation, the great awakening of labor, the great migration, the
crypto/NFT bubble, lower immigration, and demographic trends are shifting
power in favor of Millennials and GenZ-ers.
This report in general and its conclusion on the future of democracy in
particular will be more political than usual. Yet, my eclectic mix of egalitarian
and libertarian beliefs is not necessary for the generational New Deal.
One simply needs to believe that every human life has inherent value, that
prosperity is good, that inequalities should solely be based on the common
good, that individuals should have maximum agency over their lives, and that
decisions should be discussed publicly with accountable leaders. I am
unfortunately not sure that
democracies can reach these goals.
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The Alternative: the Path to Economic Euthanasia
Before we dig into my case for the inflationary debt jubilee, we must first consider the alternative, which
would be another decade of deflationary stagnation. The low growth, low-inflation equilibrium is a vicious
circle which has entrapped Europe and Japan for decades, as summarized in the diagram below
Most economists agree with the first-order causal links illustrated by the black arrows in the chart below, but
they rarely discuss the complex web of feedback loops shown by the red arrows. An ageing population
depresses demand and interest rates, but causation also runs the other way. Because growth is low and
economic dynamism is weak, young people are encouraged to leave ageing societies.
Being a civil servant or a clerk in a
large corporation which benefits
from free central bank money is the
rational choice in a stagnant
economy with no inflation. Brains
rot and entrepreneurs despair.
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Economic stagnation and deflation also mechanically increase the weight of the government sector, whose
expenses keep rising due to retirement and healthcare programs. As a result, more asset purchases and
negative rates are required to service
mounting debts. The ever-growing government
sector reduces
rents for insiders. Retirees and public sector
employees with a high propensity to vote dominate electorates and perpetuate the status quo.
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Not all is bleak on the path to economic euthanasia. Thanks to deflation and a shrinking population,
real GDP per capita has risen by about 1% annually since the banking crisis ended its high-growth period
30 years ago. Similarly, Europeans enjoy much better healthcare than Americans, retirees can age
peacefully in picturesque villages, and anyone who owns an apartment in Paris, Barcelona, or Geneva has
become a multi-millionaire.
The great glaciation is even quite pleasant for the well-educated and generally honest Eurocrats whose main
goal is to maintain the status quo until they become eligible for their comfortable-but-not-excessively-lavish
retirement packages. Populist revolts, such as the gilets jaunes or
troika
occasionally disturb this order, but the system eventually phagocytes its critics with the promise of sinecures
in the
many institutions or coerces them with the threat of closed ATMs.
Demographic suicide is the only real threat to the status quo. Soaring home prices devastate populations
more rapidly than the black plague: without immigration, the populations of South Korea, Singapore, and
Hong Kong would halve every generation. This may not be such a problem for densely populated metropoles,
but total fertility rates have also fallen below 1.3 in large countries with traditionally healthy families, such as
Italy, Spain, and Ukraine.
Total Fertility Rate in East Asia
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and the US is less
advanced on the path to economic euthanasia. Yet, the inequalities caused by the tech bubble, the
growing gap between coastal cities and the rural heartland, and the student loan crisis are slowly tearing the
fabric of society apart. Life expectancy is the crudest measure of
performance: because of the
cost of the US private equity-owned healthcare system and millions of
, the average
white man has lost life expectancy over the past 20 years. For reference, even post-Communist Russia
did not experience such a sustained decline in life expectancy.
Life Expectancy for White Men in the US
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The Inflationary Jubilee
How can Western democracies leave the path to economic euthanasia? The excellent book I am currently
reading, the Great Leveller: Violence and the History of Inequality from the Stone Age to the 21 st Century,
shows that wars, pandemics, and revolutions have been the only effective solutions to inequalities, mostly
because they make everyone poorer.
wars and bloody revolutions, I turned to the Bible for
ideas on how our elders handled generational inequalities. According to Leviticus 25:8-13: every 49 years,
you shall make the fiftieth year holy, and proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be
a jubilee to you; and each of you shall return to his own property
Fittingly, it has been 49 years since the start of the last great inflation. A decade of 7% inflation would half
the real value of the $1.7 trillion in student debt. A decade of financial repression would euthanize the
rentier class and wipe out all public debts, as was the case after World War 2. Going full MMT and freely
spending newly created
(!) would
purchasing power. Sure, there is a high risk that inflation would run out of control
and eventually lead to Volcker-style rate hikes, but that painful medicine would be a good thing, ultimately .
The chart below shows why by measuring the numbers of hours at the minimum wage required to buy a
share in the S&P 500 index. I think of this ratio as the terms of trade between generations: youngsters must
sell their (usually low-qualified) work in order to buy assets. Old generations have depleted their human
capital and must purchase
with the assets they accumulated over time.
buy 20 times more hours of labor with one share in the S&P 500 index than they could in 1981. This
ratio must go down if we do not want to become a gerontocracy where youngsters toil as the indentured
servants of entitled boomers.
Inflation, which increases wages and compresses corporate margins, will start the job, but the real kicker
would come from rising interest rates. Since financial assets are a claim on future cash flows, the most
effective way to reduce their value is to increase their discount rate. Unsurprisingly, the terms of the
generational trade were most friendly to young workers after the Volcker rate hikes, right when boomers
came of age and acquired cheap homes and shares. A decade of inflation ending with brutal rate hikes
would allow Millennials to acquire assets and compound wealth like their parents did.
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From the Winter of Despair to the Spring of Hope
The COVID Winter of Despair
Crazy but Logical Call for Stagflation
written. However, its solution, the New Deal I envisioned in Not OK Boomer: a Manifesto for Generational
Revolution has not emerged yet. If anything, generational inequalities have exploded with the everything
rally unleashed by the central bank
. The ratio of the S&P 500 index to the Federal
minimum wage soared by 47% since its already sky-high level of 2019.
Boomers and older generations oppress their children with four powerful chokeholds, which have all
become more suffocating with COVID.
1. Cost of living adjustments
-ofobstacle against using inflation to default on boomers. According
to the Social Security Act of 1973, Social Security and Supplemental Security Income (SSI) payments are
indexed on inflation, protecting retired and disabled workers from rising prices. As a result, social security
payments have risen by 397% since 1975, outpacing the Federal Minimum Wage by 68 percentage
points
consumption basket is skewed towards items whose prices have risen
much more rapidly than the broad consumer price index: rents, tuition, childcare, and health insurance. By
contrast, boomers, who benefit from Medicare and typically own their homes, have enjoyed the deflationary
effects
everyday-low-prices and pay the swimming pool boy the same minimum wage today as
they did 12 years ago.
Social Security Payments vs Minimum Wage
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Adding insult to injury, cost-of-living adjustments are indexed on the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage
Earners and Clerical Workers, which has risen faster than the CPI-U since boomers started to retire in 2010.
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2- Rising healthcare expenses
As the cost of healthcare goes up, the relative
value of the free care offered to those over 65
increases. Medicare now consumes 4% of
GDP, up from 1.1% in 1980. Covid, which has
led to an explosion of obesity, mental health
issues, addictions, and other chronic conditions,
will mechanically increase the share of medical
spending, and the value of the free care paid to
senior citizens by taxing the working young.
3- Student debt and the college racket
The fact that student debt cannot be discharged in bankruptcy is perhaps the most obvious sign of systemic
generational oppression. In a country which takes pride in giving people second chances and in which
bankrupt real estate speculators become President, student loans are like Jean Val
yellow passport: a
permanent scarlet letter whose shame can never be redeemed.
Joe Biden the candidate had promised to cancel the first $10,000 off students loan
for poor families. These promises have been forgotten by Joe Biden the President,
whose administration plans to resume student loan payments in May 2022.
After Covid exposed the sad reality that most of what is taught in college can be learned just as well (or
poorly, depending on the perspective) on YouTube, many hoped that the cost of boozing and occasionally
frolicking with other wealthy young adults would drop from its current price tag of $80,000 a year. Alas, the
University of California Regents just approved a plan to raise tuitions indefinitely, despite receiving an extra
$1.3 billion in taxpayer subsidies last year.
4- Unaffordable real estate prices
House Prices-to-Income Ratio
Access to property, not avocado toasts, is the
biggest generational roadblock. A house is the
sole financial asset for most Americans:
Millennials and GenZ-ers cannot start families
basement. Unfortunately,
the average price of a US house has risen
to $484,000, or 34 years of full-time work at
the Federal Minimum Wage.
That ratio has been multiplied by 3.5 since
boomers bought their first homes in the 1970s.
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The Spring of Hope
Boomers are clinging to their four generational chokeholds with all their strength, but old age is weakening
their grip. Five signs show that a generational spring is slowly emerging under the melting glaciers of the
long boomer ice age.
1- Rising minimum wage
The denominator in most of the generational charts showed earlier is finally rising. While the Federal
Minimum Wage has been stuck at $7.25 an hour for 12 years, states and cities have stepped up. $15 an
hour has become the standard in almost all coastal state and cities. Compensation at most large
multinationals, from Amazon to Target and Disney World to Bank of America, starts at $15 per hour.
Minimum Wage in Selected States

The average hourly earnings of workers without diploma have outpaced inflation by 18% since 2012. Bluecollar wages are rising faster than those of college-educated workers, and that is a good thing!
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2- The great resignation
In the often-cheesy-but-sometimesimprisoned and tortured for years before finding out that the door to her cell had always been open.
American workers have come to a similar
epiphany by realizing that they can walk
away from the abuse of mean bosses,
entitled clients, soul-crushing meetings, and
the tyranny of Key Performance Indicators.
A record 4.5 million Americans quit their jobs
in November and 2022 should feature a
mind-boggling 40 million resignations.
For comparison, only 22 million had left their
jobs in 2010, the first recovery year after the
prior recession.
The quit rate is highest among the (crappy)
jobs disproportionately occupied by young
and poor workers: hotels, restaurants, and
retail.
3- Labor is finally awakening
The Labor Action Tracker paints the picture of a pre-revolutionary country. There are more than 50 active
strikes or labor actions in the State of New York and 39 in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Even the relatively privileged employees of
Apple, Netflix, and the University of California
are bargaining for better wages and working
conditions.
Covid will likely be remembered as one of
these collective experiences
which
shapes generations and renews the social
contract, just as the massacres of World War
1 accelerated the long fight for universal
suffrage and the atrocities of World War 2
gave birth to the universal welfare state.
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4- The great migration
The migration of urban workers from overcrowded coastal cities to more affordable states such as Texas,
Idaho, and South Carolina could reduce generational, geographic, and economic inequalities.
The young workers who moved to big cities were unwillingly
of living with roommates until their late 30s and postponing family life. Thanks to affordable homes and
cheaper prices in Boise, Charlotte, and Houston, GenZ-ers and Millennials may finally have a shot at the
American dream of a white picket-fenced home in a middle-class suburb.
A more widespread repartition of job opportunities would also allow young workers to stay closer to their
families and childhood friends. Instead of facing the loneliness of the professionally successful but
geographically uprooted big city worker, the traditional solidarity networks would kick in: grandparents would
watch over young kids, saving the absurd cost of childcare in San Francisco or New York. Childhood friends
would console struggling working parents at the local pub. Church groups would help with mental health
issues and addiction.
Last, the great migration would also help bridge the gap between the urban archipelago of Democratic
coastal cities and the conservative hinterland of red states. As the Bay Area empties into Texas and Idaho,
San Francisco would benefit from having fewer Tesla-driving crypto bros and Boise would enjoy more varied
eating options and a higher tax base. Partisan divisions may eventually recede: hatred flourishes when the
opposite camp is only known by the caricatures presented on cable TV, but it diminishes when humans with
different beliefs learn to know each other.
5- The great crypto / meme stonk / NFT bubble
The social and generational aspects of many of the r/WallStreetsBets posts were fascinating. The reddit
crowd was not just looking for quick get-rich schemes, but for community, as expressed in the
, who destroyed the economy and the stock market by building
too many ugly McMansions in Arizona, was also a common motivation of the reddit army.
NFT became an act of
generational justice. I expect that most of these late-cycle fads will eventually fall to zero, but it does not
matter for my point: bubbles transfer wealth from early adopters, who were predominantly young, to late
followers, mostly boomers who waited for the SEC to approve the ProShare Bitcoin ETF to buy
cryptocurrency.
6- Lower immigration
I believe that COVID will accelerate the global trend towards nativism and hostility towards immigration.
Chinese leaders have found that locking down the country permanently did not hurt the economy all that
much, helped keep trade surpluses at home, and facilitated
.
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Other Asian countries will follow, including historical democracies which will maintain visa restrictions,
quarantine camps, and lockdowns in order to preserve consistency with failed zero-COVID approaches.
Mobility will remain disrupted for years and travelling hassles will remain even after the pandemic is long
gone. For reference, the TSA still requires passengers to remove their shoes to board planes 20 years after
the failed 2001 shoe bomb attempt.
In Europe and in the US, the backlash against immigration unleashed by terrorism and the 2015 migrant
crisis will continue to fuel nativist policies. Furthermore, Liberals
-immigration stance is
orthogonal with their insistence on safety-first policies, lockdowns, and vaccine passes. Third, migrants may
no longer want to risk perilous journeys abroad without the assurance of being able to come back to their
loved ones.
Lower immigration would add to the current wage pressures in the hospitality, agriculture, and
construction sectors, among others. Entire regions may not function without access to cheap and often
illegal labor: who will pick fruit in Andalusia? Harvest blueberries in British Columbia? Bus the tables of Miami
Beach clubs? Build
giant stadiums and penis-shaped skyscrapers?
Last, immigration helped hide the painful physical and mental decline of the US working class caused
by decades of under-investment in education, healthcare, and local communities. The deadly obesity
pandemic, the
deaths of despair
e a major economic problem,
rather than an unpleasant detail swiftly brushed under the carpet by coastal elites.
7- Demography
-class professions are destined to
face permanent labor shortages, recurrent disruptions, and much higher costs.
Share of the Workforce by Age
The average American truck driver is 48
years-old, which is already older than the
broader blue-collar workforce. The average
turnover rate for long-haul truckers is
greater than 90% due to long hours, health
issues, and low compensation.
Furthermore, the Drug and Clearing House
requirement has banned 54,000 drivers
since it went into effect in 2020.
Needless to say, COVID, ageing, and the
work preferences of younger generations
will compound these issues in the coming
years.
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The demographic fate of farmers is even
more catastrophic. According to the US
Department of Agriculture, the average US
farmer is a 57.5-years white man with 21.3
years of experience.
What will happen to this knowledge once
these farmers retire or, more likely, die on the
job?
Speaking of death, the 2020 report on
by French MP O. Damaisin
found that older farmers committed suicide at
twice the rate of the broader population.
The generational turning will also shift electorates away from the
pro-boomer deflationary policies of the 2010s. Millennials and
GenZ-ers will make up half of the voting age population by
2028. Boomers and older generations may postpone the day of
reckoning due to their higher turnout, but they are fighting a war
against the clock that they cannot win.
This generational turning matters because age is one of the most
powerful determinants of voting behaviors. The Center for
American Progress shows that Gen-Zers favor Democrats by a
net 28 percentage point margin. It is natural for a Progressive
think-tank to assume a bright future for the Democrat Party
Coalition of the Ascendants
shape values and social attitudes, rather than political affiliation.
Broadly speaking, younger generations favor the
collective over individuals, governments over
markets, safety over liberty, social justice over
profits, and the environment over economic growth.
the political preferences of Millennials and
GenZ-ers are inflationary, while those of Boomers
and Gen-Xers were deflationary.
Which brings us to our conclusion on the political
effects of generational strife.
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Generational Warfare, the Political Re-alignment, and Transitory Democracies
Democratic strategists naturally assume that the ongoing generational turning will benefit them: Democrats
World War 2.
This wishful thinking is not only complacent but also factually incorrect. The populist left is the natural
frustration with traditional parties and their desire for greater
social justice. In Chile and in Spain, traditional center-left parties have managed to build coalitions with the
populist left but these divisions can also tear apart established parties, as has been the case in France and
in the United Kingdom. Will the B. Sanders movement stick with N. Pelosi, J. Biden, and P. Buttigieg once
the perceived threat of D. Trump wanes?
The more likely scenario is that the Democratic Party ideological contradictions cause its implosion at its next
rout, which should happen this year. The Republican Party, in which the war between populists and
established elites started six year ago, may be quicker to adjust to the great re-alignment of Western
electorates
with Hispanics and Black voters could transform the
Republican Party into a Jackson-style party of rural and working-class voters.
It is not clear that democracy-as-we-know-it will survive the ongoing generational turning and
political re-alignment. Established elites from both sides threatened by the shift of the political tectonic
plates have already attempted to restrain free speech, suppress voters, and question the legitimacy of the
elections they lost. Political entrepreneurs have leveraged social media and old populist techniques to seize
power from the outside. The great COVID scare has further boosted the impulse to restrict liberties, control
speech, and coerce political opponents.
I feel passionately about these generational issues because they strike at the fundamental weakness of
democratic regimes: how can majoritarian systems represent the interests of the unborn? How can
democracies prevent a dominant generation from awarding itself undue benefits at the expense of its
children? How can welfare states adjust to demographic transformations? And do welfare states saw the
branch on which they are sitting? Do public pension systems and free healthcare incentivize humans not to
have children? Can democratic institutions avoid being captured by private interests over time? Wealth
seems to concentrate during periods of peace and stability: can democracies correct for this tendency? Are
the two fundamental objectives of democracy, equality and liberty, congruent or divergent?
I do not pretend to have the answers to these complex questions, but I wish more people thought about
them.
It seems to me that the current consensus views inflation as transitory and democracies as permanent. I
would encourage readers to consider the opposite hypothesis, i.e., that democracy proves to be more
transitory than inflation.
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CAPITALISM WITHOUT CAPITAL: THE TEST OF INFLATION
1
2
3
4
5-

sheets, but
The 15 most intangible stocks are worth $15 trillion despite reporting assets of just $2.5 trillion
Inflation raises the value of tangible assets at the expense of long duration intangible assets
Momentum, growth, quality, and intangibles were synonymous in recent years, but this era ended in December
The transition towards immaterial capitalism will continue despite these inflationary headwinds

, do we still live in a capitalist society
interesting Zen
Koan for investors in 2022. As is the case with most Zen riddles, the puzzle does not have a single solution:
investors should simply reflect on the question and act appropriately, i.e., buy the stocks of companies
with hard-to-replicate intangible assets which can scale and create synergies.
Whether investors understood the value of intangible assets and the difference between accounting value
and true economic potential determined
most valuable assets did not appear in financial statements trounced the ones who hoped to beat the market
by sorting stocks according to 19th century accounting ratios.
the summa
divisio in modern capitalism is no longer between economic sectors, or between value and growth, but
between asset-light and asset-heavy businesses. The S&P 500 index can be broken down into two
roughly equal halves: the 15 largest intangible companies have a capitalization of $15 trillion despite
reporting just $2.5 trillion in assets. The remaining 485 companies control $40.4 trillion in assets but are
worth just $26 trillion.
The second part will show how inflation challenges intangible investing
preference for the present, raise the scarcity value of tangible assets, and creates frictions which reduce the
scalability of intangibles. As a result, companies with a high ratio of market capitalization-to-tangible equity
have underperformed during inflationary periods, as has been the case in the past two months.
For most of the past decade, momentum and high valuations were a proxy for high
intangible assets: this era is ending as momentum strategies are rotating towards
value stocks in tangible sectors, such as energy, industrials, and banks.
However, the transition towards immaterial capitalism will continue despite these
inflationary headwinds. For example, Web 3.0 and the blockchain have created new
avenues for creating, trading, and owning intangible assets.
Investors should use the ongoing correction to refine their approach to intangible
investing: how can we identity intangibles? Are these assets scalable or depreciating?
How easily can they be replicated? What is their sensitivity to rates and inflation? Can
these assets create synergies, and will these accrue to their owners or to their
competitors? The current selloff in speculative stocks should offer long-term investors
a chance to acquire quality intangible assets with a margin of safety.
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The Rise of Capitalism without Capital
The Norman conquest of England after the battle of Hastings in 1066 can be thought of
successful private equity takeover. The Duke of Normandy saw the British Isles as a valuable asset trapped
under poor management and used leverage from the nascent banking sector to raise a small army of
competent warriors, which launched a successful raid on a much larger enemy.
He quickly restructured his conquest by introducing Roman law, centralizing the Treasury, and firing the
disgraced Anglo-Saxon elites. In order to split the spoils with the French noblemen who backed him, William
the Conqueror had to survey his new fief: the domesday book offers a fascinating statistical record of all of
assets as of 1086, from heads of cattle to serfs and abbeys to jars of honey.
The art of surveying has not fundamentally changed: the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles have
developed rules to count and value tangible assets. Principles #4 and #7, prudence and materiality,
dictate the exclusion of immaterial assets whose expected cash flows cannot be measured precisely.
This approach made sense when the Dow Jones Industrial Index was dominated by railway stocks and
industrial conglomerates.
equal to
physical property, plant and equipment, cash, inventories, and accounts
debt of $82 billion. What you can touch is what you get.
On the other hand, accountants have no insight on the value that investors perceive in Microsoft or in French
intangible assets disclosed on their balance sheets are mostly goodwill.
Investors in Microsoft and LVMH do not care about chairs and servers or the premium they paid over the
book value of the companies they acquired:
s in intangible assets, such as
software, patents, distribution networks, reputation, brand, trademarks, creative minds, and supply
chain management. As shown below, Microsoft and LVMH have similar balance sheets, despite operating
very different businesses. The summa divisio in modern capitalism is no longer between economic
sectors or value and growth, but between asset-light and asset-heavy businesses.
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This is the main lesson of Capitalism without Capital
Jonathan Haskel and Stian Westlake. The authors define intangible assets with the following four
characteristics:
Sunken Cost
Most investment in intangible assets is sunken. Contrary to a warehouse which can be sold if it is no longer
used, a new production process which does not work is worth nothing, regardless of how much was spent
to develop it. As a result, debt-financing is harder for asset-light business and easier for asset-heavy business
which can secure loans with tangible property.
Scalability
The lines of code

can be deployed at almost no marginal cost across billions
a roughly proportional investment in plants,

machines, account receivables, and inventories.
Synergies
Intangible assets feed off ea
by App Store developers
trained sales force.

intellectual property created
-

Spillovers
Intangible assets can be used in many different ways than the one they were originally designed for. For
example, sidefanil citrate was originally developed by Pfizer to treat angina. Personal experimentation by a
lucky scientist revealed a totally different application for the drug, which was commercialized as Viagra. In
addition, the little blue pill is also currently tested for its efficacy against COVID-19.
The rise of asset-lite businesses has been extraordinary: the share of tangible in the market value of the
S&P 500 ex. financials index has fallen to 84% from 213% in 2009.
Breakdown of the S&P 500 Index Market Cap over Time
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As a result, the S&P 500 index has diverged into two fundamentally different halves. In the chart below, I
ranked S&P 500 firms by how much of their market value could be explained by tangible equity (tangible
assets minus debt). The left column is made of the 15 largest intangible companies: Apple, Microsoft, Google,
Amazon, Tesla, Facebook, Nvidia, Visa, Mastercard, Home Depot, Procter & Gamble, Johnson & Johnson,
Adobe, Accenture, United Health, Nike, Eli Lilly, Netflix, Salesforce, and Costco. This list encompasses the
largest US stocks (with the exceptions of Berkshire and JP Morgan) and is worth $15 trillion in market
capitalization for just $2.5 trillion in reported assets. The remaining 485 companies control $40.4 trillion
in assets but are worth just $26 trillion.
This breakdown is especially relevant now because the two groups react differently to inflation. To which we
shall turn now.

50,000

The Two S&P 500 Indices: High Intangibles versus "Old Economy"
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The Inflation Challenge to Intangible Investing
Inflation has a direct and negative impact on what currently makes the bulk of reported intangible assets:
goodwill. The past forty years have been wonderful for acquirers of assets: due to low inflation and falling
rates, the value of financial assets has generally risen. Those who have used leveraged judiciously to buy
-tech
billionaires in the list of the Forbes top 10.
GAAP only allows for goodwill to be revised down through impairments. As a result, judicious acquisitions
created two intangible assets: the difference between the price paid for the asset and their book value,
recognized as goodwill, and the much larger economic value of the asset, which never gets recorded. For
example, Google recognized a bit more than $1 billion in goodwill when it acquired YouTube in 2006 but the
website generated $7.2 billion in advertising revenues in the third quarter of 2022 alone.
should
drop if discount rates rise in response to inflation.
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On the contrary, tangible assets generally have a much shorter duration
cars inventories, its
machines, and the buildings it owns can be sold immediately. The value of tangible assets can be observed
immediately on fairly liquid markets and is less reliant on estimate of future cash flows. I like to think of
inflation as an increase in the collective preference for the present, which revalues immediate assets, such
as barrels of oil, used cars, toilet paper, relative to claims on the distant future, such as biotech stocks, EV
manufacturers with no revenues, and cash-burning unicorns.
Second, tangible assets are e

-

many lost brain cells. Most of the time, this is a reason to own intangible assets, whose return on invested
capital grows with revenues. But inflation and shortages increase the scarcity value of tangible assets:
for example, the value of a barrel of oil explodes when there are long lines at gas stations, but there is no
comparable effect for intangible assets because their consumption is non-exclusionary.
Third, inflation increases the uncertainty of economic outcomes, which benefits hard assets whose value can
be realized immediately. Venezuelans would prefer immediate access to US dollars, Bitcoin or gold than the
promise of an exciting long-term business venture. In inflationary times, one bird in the hand is worth
many in the bush.
Fourth, inflation impairs the smooth functioning of the economy upon which intangible assets rely.
The spill-overs and synergies created by intangible assets work best when agents cooperate, enforce
property rights, and trust institutions. Logically, the most asset-light economies are also the ones with the
highest levels of development, economic stability, and political freedom, such as Scandinavia, Switzerland,
and the Anglo-Saxon countries.
Finally, the recent trend towards de-globalization disproportionately impacts intangible assets, which
the App Store for security reasons, the firm would have no way to recoup the value it lost. On the contrary,
if Ford were banned from China, it could redirect its sales to other markets. In general, the bigger the market,
the greater the incentive to invest in intangible assets, whose value grows with economies of scale.
The performance of the firms
with the most intangible
assets supports this analysis:
as shown in the chart at right,
the stocks with the highest
ratio of market cap-totangible equity suffered
during
the
period
of
relatively
high
inflation
between 2002 and 2008 and
took off as deflation, negative
rates, and inverted yield
curves spread after 2015.
Vincent Deluard, CFA
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The Case for Active Intangible Investing
The 50 stocks with the largest ratio of market value-to-tangible equity underperformed the S&P 500 index by
4% in December, one of their worst performance on record. There could be many more bad months for
stocks with high intangible value if, as I expect, price increases fail to moderate in the spring as we transition
to an era of secular inflation.
As a result, the tight correlation between the returns of high-intangible stocks and the momentum
factor will likely break. I can think of two explanations for the fact that these two factors have been trading
hand-in-hand since 2015.
First, stocks with high intangible assets rallied continuously in the past five years so they progressively
became the momentum portfolio. Momentum, growth, quality, and high intangibles were synonymous due to
the continuous rise of the likes of Apple, Microsoft, Google, Adobe, Visa, and Nvidia.
But there is more than the tautology that momentum picks whatever factor performs best at any given time.
I believe causality may have run the other way, i.e., momentum and a high market cap had become a
reliable proxy for the presence of high-value intangible assets. Since most intangible assets are not
shown on balance sheets and investments in R&D are expensed rather than capitalized, traditional
For lack of a better
alternative, investors relied on the gap between the market capitalization of a stock and its book value to
measure intangible assets. As the value of intangible assets rose relative to tangible ones due to
globalization, economies of scale, synergies, low rates, stable prices, and longer time horizons, it was rational
to buy the stocks with a lot of intangible assets, as indicated by their high market value.
Relative Strength of Momemtum & Intangible Factor
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This logic will not work in an era of high inflation. This correction has led to such a violent rotation towards
value that only 3 of the 100 best-performing stocks over the past month where in the same portfolio
as of December 1.
As shown in the chart below, the momentum portfolio has almost entirely shifted from big growth stocks with
high intangible assets in the technology, healthcare, and consumer discretionary sectors to value stocks with
high tangible assets in the energy, financials, and industrial sectors.
Momentum strategies will experience 95%+ turnover when they rebalance, which c ould accelerate this
market rotation.
Composition of the Momentum Factor* Portfolio
* Top decile by 1-month momentum, Russell 1,000 stocks
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A few bad months for high-intangible stocks should not lead investors to abandon the concept. On the
contrary, I believe that the rise of the intangible economy is the sign of the third transformation of capitalism,
as explained in the annex, extracted from my June 2020 report, A Smart Factor to Win the War on People.
:
A secular overweight in companies with a high market value of intangible assets per worker (which I would
focus on the healthcare sector as explained in The Next Big Thing, Obviously) should be hedged with a large
allocation to inflation-sensitive assets such as gold, basic materials, and even dejected Latin American
assets
This barbell approach remains the best strategy to hedge the risks of secular inflation while still
participating in the rise of capitalism without capital via stocks with a structurally higher ROIC due
to their low base of tangible assets.
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Investors should neither blindly follow the tech megacaps which have led this very mature and probably
ending bull market, nor bail out entirely on the concept of intangible investing.
They should use this correction as an opportunity to reflect and ask the following questions:
How much intangible assets are in my portfolio?
Are they depreciating assets, or will their value increase due to economies of scale?
How easily can these intangible assets be replicated?
How much am I paying for them?
What is the duration of these assets?
What is their sensitivity to inflation?
Can these assets create synergies with other intangible assets? If so, will these spillover effects
accrue to their owners or to their competitors?
Are these assets going to be sold with the ongoing correction in speculative stocks, and what price
will provide a sufficient margin of safety for long-term investors?
This approach is essentially active. When I first wrote about intangible assets, there was no ETF for that.
Since then,
Intangible Value ETF
ts assets are tiny, and returns have
been disappointing. Anyway, I do not think that my list of questions can be answered in a formulaic way. Any
index of high-intangible asset would rapidly become outdated: for example, the Web 3.0 revolution will
create new upside for intangible investing, by establishing new venues to create, trade, and value digital
assets and securing property rights on the blockchain.
Investors should be willing to do the work themselves, or trust managers who understand the opportunities
created by the flaws of GAAP and have a proven track record of capitalizing on the exceptional return on
invested capital of intangible assets.
ANNEX: Extract from my June 2020 report: A Smart Factor to Win the War on People
The Historical Perspective and the Case for Inflation
The absence of a natural market mechanism to correct the concentration of capital and market power in the
handful of firms which control the most valuable intangible assets means that the visible hand of government
will eventually need to intervene. The age of platforms and the digital economy surely requires a profound
hipster antitrust
enforcement may temporarily slow the platforms, but they cannot change the course of history: the
companies which emerged from the breakup of Standard Oil in 1911 still dominated the world oil market and
powered the combustion engine revolution. The 2001 United States vs Microsoft Corp antitrust investigation
Taking a longer perspective, the industrial revolution was born from the protection of capital. The East
India Company introduced the concept of limited liability in 1600. It can be argued that the industrial revolution
started in the West rather than in the more technologically advanced Ming empire because European legal
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systems established strict boundaries between the operations of corporations and the personal responsibility
of their owners, which protected productive capital and allowed for its accumulation over time and outside of
the family structure. The world's first modern limited liability law was enacted by the state of New York in
default on its debts to France, England, and Spain led to the Second Franco-Mexican War during which
about 15,000 lost their lives arguably the bloodiest IMF adjustment program in the history.
In the 20th century, workers and consumers became the major economic engine. From
state socialism (Staatssozialismus
rise of the modern welfare state after WW2, humans, rather than capital, were seen as the primary engine
of economic prosperity. The modern multinational, with thousands of employees around the world and ruled
by a meritocratic bureaucracy following the precepts of scientific management, became the archetype of this
era of worker-centered capitalism.
The copyright act of 1976 extended the protection of the law to intellectual capital and intangible asset
became the engine of the third secular transformation of capitalism. Economic success was no longer
defined as the accumulation of capital, or the development of an industrious middle class, but as the control
of information networks and ownership of cutting-edge knowledge. The now-forgotten Lisbon Strategy
and dynamic knowledge-based econo
Wars and conflicts have also mirrored the transformations of capitalism: in the 19 th century, empires fought
over land and capital. In the 20th century, nations fought to increase their domestic markets and their pool of
workers. The major conflicts of the 21st century will be over intellectual property and the control of
information networks
intellectual property.
Workers are the unintended victims of this third transformation of capitalism. The focus on intellectual
property and intangible assets will eventually result in a massive unemployment crisis. The Covid-19 crisis
has quickened the pace of this secular transformation, as millions of jobs in retail, hospitality, and leisure
may never come back.
The concentration of wealth into the owners of intangible capital and the creation of a permanent
class of unemployed workers will eventually be inflationary. In the dystopian scenario, boiling social
tensions would eventually lead to political turmoil a path which can no longer be dismissed in the U.S. In
the more positive scenario, government interventions via Universal Basic Income schemes and public job
programs targeting the employee-heavy sectors of health and personal care would preempt the escalation
of the crisis. It is too early to tell which path history will take, but it does not matter from an investing
perspective: a secular overweight in companies with a high market value of intangible assets per
worker
the next big thing, obviously should
be hedged with a large allocation to inflation-sensitive assets such as gold, basic materials, and even
dejected Latin American assets
cockroach portfolio
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THE BULLISH CASE AND A SMART WAY TO BUY THE DIP
1
2
3
4
5

Nominal GDP growth will likely exceed expected EPS and sales growth in the next two quarters
Sentiment turned very negative last week, and the Fed rarely hikes during large stock market corrections
Bulls should look for a slowdown in core inflation, an inversion of the yield curve, and a big bond rally
The Fed will eventually have to choose between its inflation mandate and bailing out the stock market
Investors can hedge both risks with cheap Latin American assets and defensive Swiss stocks

-2003 and 20082009 bear markets, all the 10%+ corrections in US stock prices turned out to be great buying opportunities
in my lifetime.
the Three Nightmares of 2022
so I was not surprised by recent market swings. At the same time, this report will acknowledge that the
bullish case is getting stronger because the combination of lower prices and soaring earnings is rapidly
problem. Analysts expect earnings and sales to grow less than nominal GDP in
the next two quarters, which paves the way for positive surprises. Sentiment fell to a negative extreme last
week and history suggests that the Federal Reserve will turn dovish if stocks fall more and if high-yield
spreads widen.
Three signs would help investors to buy the dip. First, a drop in core inflation, which would allow for the
exercise of the Fed put. Second, an inversion of the yield curve, which would pressure the Fed to slow its
planned hikes. Third, a return to a clearly negative correlation between stocks and long-term Treasuries,
especially on down market days. A big bond market rally would force target-date funds and fixed allocation
investors to buy loads of stocks at the end of this quarter.
Conditions #2 and #3 are possible and even likely if the
sell-off accelerates, but inflation is the wild card. Last
meeting hinted at another inflation
surprise for January, and I remain convinced that four
25 basis point hikes will not solve secular inflation.
However, a big enough sell-off could trigger a dovish
response from the Fed even if inflation does not slow. The
Federal Reserve will face a painful dilemma in 2022:
destroy the stock market to combat inflation or
destroy the U.S. dollar to bail out financial assets.
Investors can hedge both risks with a barbell portfolio
of cheap, inflation-sensitive Latin American assets
and an overweight on defensive CHF-denominated
Swiss stocks. Heads I win, tails I do not lose: this beats
buying the dip blindly.
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The Bullish Case
Here are two sentences I thought I would never write: US GDP expanded by 11.7% last quarter and sellside analysts are too pessimistic. Yet here we are: analysts expect S&P 500 index companies to grow
revenue by 11.1% in Q4 2021 and 8.5% this quarter and they forecast that profits of the largest US
companies will grow at a slower rate than nominal GDP in the next two quarters.
S&P 500 index earnings growth is forecasted to slow to 6.1% in Q1 2022 and 4.6% in Q2 2022. I recorded
a twomy inflation obsession
especially labor costs, will pressure corporate margins in 2022. But at the same time, the basic math of
operating and financial leverage almost guarantee that earnings growth exceeds top-line growth: for
reference, the average growth of S&P 500 index EPS over the past 30 years was 36% when nominal
GDP growth was above 5%.
S&P 500 Index Sales growth versus Nominal GDP Growth
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Second, an argument can be made that sentiment reached a pessimistic extreme this past week. A net
29% of the investors surveyed by the AAII were bearish on stocks and almost 80% of Nasdaq composite
stocks traded below their 200-day moving average. Both measures are comparable to the levels observed
at the market bottoms of March 2020, December 2018, and February 2016
Net Bullish Sentiment in AAII Survey versus Nasdaq Breadth
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The combination of brutal price declines and explosive earnings growth is rapidly curing the
valuation problem of U.S. stocks. The S&P 500 index trades for 23 times trailing earnings and 19 times
forward earnings. Furthermore, forward multiples are likely overstated due to analysts cautiousness on 2022
profits. Granted, the 2017 and 2019 cyclical bull markets rolled over when multiples reached 20, but the
macro environment is much more favorable to equities today: 10-year Treasuries still yield less than 1.8%
According to the mantra of
the past decade, stocks are the There Is No Alternative asset. Anyway, who needs an alternative asset when
real yields are so low and growth is so high?
S&P 500 Index P/E Ratio versus Yields and GDP Growth

The prospect of
balance sheet and three rate hikes before June has
been the immediate causes of the current sellwillingness to hike is inversely proportional to the damage it causes on the stock market. This great chart
from my former colleague and great friend Warren Pies shows that 71% of Fed hikes happened when the
stock market was within 6% of its all-time high.
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Warren concludes that Jay Powell is bluffing, and that a
continuation of the selloff will force the Fed to pause
its hikes in 2022. The Eurodollar futures market is more
nuanced: four hikes are priced in next year, but the
market does not expect that the Fed Funds rate will rise
to the dots-implied equilibrium level of 2.5%.
While history suggests that the Fed put should be
exercised if the S&P 500 index loses another 10%, the
members of the FOMC have never been confronted with
7%+ inflation. Therefore, the bullish case for stocks is
entirely dependent on a moderation of inflationary
pressures, to which we shall turn now.

What to Look for to Get Back In
The inflation debate seems to mirror
. J. Powell initially denied
etired in favor

transitory
of more prudent forecasts
FOMC statement
was even more cautious in the
be inclined to raise his own estimate of 2022 core PCE inflation
probably gotten just a bit worse

t hasn't gotten better. It's

My guess is that the chairman was trying to prepare the market for an inflation surprise in January.
His case for lower core inflation later this year also sounded very weak "we will eventually get relief on the
supply side. And, you know, the ports will be cleared up. And there will be semiconductors and things like
that. Now, what we're learning is it's just taking much longer. So I think -- longer than expected. And that I
think does raise the risk, that high inflation will be more persisten
How could consumer prices decelerate significantly when the cost of all the factors of production is
soaring? Economic output is produced from labor (rising by 4.7%), land (rising by 18%), imports (rising by
10.4%) and commodities (rising by 33%).
60
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A second condition for a pause in monetary tightening would be an inversion of the yield curve. This
has already partially happened, as 20-year yields have risen above 30-year yields. 10-year yields exceed 5year yields by only 15 basis points so this condition could be met rapidly.
Trea

A return to a strongly negative correlation between long-term Treasuries and stocks would be the
strongest signal to get back into stocks. First, the gap between falling Treasury yields and rising dividend
yields would eventually become so large that investors are forced to buy stocks and sell bonds because
I am especially interested in this correlation on down market days: investors want Treasuries to rally
when stocks sell-off, rather than see bonds fall when stocks rise. As shown in the chart below, the downdays correlation between 10-year Treasuries and stocks is just on the verge of positive.
Trailing 1-Year Correlation between the S&P 500 Index and 10-Year Treasuries
Down Market Days Only
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Treasuries have also failed to hedge against market volatility during big equity selloffs. The S&P 500 index
lost more than 1% on 27 days since the start of 2021: 10-year Treasuries have lost an average of 2 basis
-off assets fared better especially
Bitcoin which has traded like a leveraged beta play this year. A big bond rally during a stock market
selloff would help Treasuries reclaim their risk-off mantle, increase the relative attractiveness of
stocks, incentivize the Federal Reserve to pause its hikes, and force fixed allocation investors to buy
stocks.
Average Performance of Risk Off Assets during Equity Market Selloffs*
*Selloff defined as 1% or greater decline in the S&P 500 index
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Speaking of rebalancing, the S&P 500 index soared by 4.3% in the last two days of January while long-term
Treasuries lost 1.2%. The breadth of the rebound and the absence of any obvious positive catalyst suggest
that the move was caused by end-of-month rebalancing by fixed allocation funds. Could the last days of
March deliver even greater cross-asset flows from target funds, as has been the case in the past four major
corrections?
As shown in the chart below, the two total market index ETFs used by
target-date funds have
lost value since this correction began. Stocks have underperformed bonds by less than 3% so we will need
a few more risk-off days for the target-date whale to come and save the quarter.
Performance of US Stocks and Bonds since December 10
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If I were a betting man, I would guess that the first condition (a slowdown in inflation) is very unlikely, the
second (a yield curve inversion) is probable, and the third (a big bond market rally during an equity selloff) is
likely if the correction accelerates. Conditions #2 and #3 will likely be met if equities drop another 5% which
should lead to a short-term buying opportunity. However, I do not expect inflation to slow in 2022 and
therefore do not expect a sustainable rally for U.S. equities.
I want to address one last possibility: that inflation does not slow but that the Federal Reserve turns dovish
anyway. For now, J. Powell talked a big game and dismissed recent stock market volatility, but the pressure
to appease investors would be a lot stronger if the S&P 500 index dropped below 4,000 and if junk bond
spreads widened.
If I am right about secular inflation, the Federal Reserve will eventually face a panful dilemma: destroy
the stock market to combat inflation, or destroy the U.S. dollar to bail out financial assets. I am not
sure which would be better. Fortunately, investors do not need to guess whether the Federal Reserve will
choose the Scylla of an everything bear market or the Charybdis of high inflation.
They can hedge both risks with a barbell portfolio: on the one hand, cheap Latin American assets can
protect investors against soaring commodity prices and the debasement of the U.S. dollar, while paying a
very attractive carry. On the other, the Swiss Franc would thrive in a major bear
absurdly large reserves and the strength of the Swiss economy. As shown at right, both trades worked well
during the 2001-2003 bear market.
EM and the CHF during the 2001-2003 Bear Market

Heads I win, tails I do not lose: here is a rare good bet for a turbulent 2022.
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THIS TIME IS DIFFERENT: THE CASE FOR HIGHER INFLATION AND A STRONGER EURO
Bottom Line:
1
2
3
4
5

pivot shocked markets: short yields jumped but long-term yields remain (too) low
European investors expect inflation to magically disappear after 2023, but it is different this time
European banks are well capitalized, loan demand is surging, the labor market is tight and fiscal spending is coming
Neither Germany nor the PIGS need a weak Euro, and the Transatlantic yield arbitrage trade is closing
High inflation and a stronger Euro should benefit energy and financials. Russian oil producers can be used as a hedge.

Christine Lagarde may not be as witty as her predecessor, but she is a woman of many talents. She chaired
a top U.S. law firm, inspired Meryl Streep in The Devil Wears Prada, and was a member of the French
national synchronized swimming team. Some of this training must have come back
press
conference
The European Central
Bank is now expected to complete five 10 basis points hikes by December, with the first hike as early
obsessed with inflation
compared to the extreme complacency of long-term yields
terminal rate should be around 0.5%, which seems as delusional as the belief that 7.1% US inflation will
magically slow when the Fed Funds rate reaches 1.7%. Second, long-term inflation expectations fell after
e inflation is deflationary!
The second part will argue that it is different this time: Europe will not be immune from global, secular
inflation. First, eurozone banks have deleveraged and loan demand is coming back. Second, the labor
stimulus, in the form of electoral spending in France and massive NextGen EU grants in the periphery, is
coming. Fourth, the Euro is already below parity against the US dollar on a real effective basis and no one
wants a weak currency. German exporters have more demand than they can handle: they need computer
chips, rather than a cheap Euro. In the South, the recovery will be driven by the re-opening, re-stocking, and
fiscal spending.
The market implication is that I expect both a
stronger Euro and higher-than-expected inflation
in 2022. Energy and materials stocks are the obvious
plays on inflation, while banks should benefit from the
stronger Euro and rising rates.
A quick resolution of the Ukrainian crisis is the main
risk to this portfolio as cheaper energy prices would
allow the ECB to slow or reverse its hiking cycle. This
risk can be hedged with a small position in
Russian oil & gas producers, which may the
cheapest stocks in the world right now.
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The Lagarde Shock and the Opportunity it Created
I unfortunately started working on this report
before the ECB meeting and was planning to
show the chart at right to argue that the European
Central Bank was behind the curve. On January
31, the
rate to end the year at minus 32 basis points. By
contrast, the Fed funds futures market had
already priced 5 rate hikes by December 2022.

day. The European Central Bank is now expected to
complete five 10 basis points hikes by December,
with the first hike as early as June. Even though I was an
early proponent of secular inflation, I find this schedule
quite aggressive. The Pandemic Emergency Purchase
Programme ends in March and will be rep
billion of monthly purchases under the Asset Purchase
Programme. Even with a very aggressive taper, it is hard
to see how C. Lagarde could hike rates before the fall of
2022.
Fellow inflationistas can find better opportunities to bet on higher rates at the long end of the curve.
the Three Nightmares of
2022
the smallest hiking cycle in history will somehow end the fastest inflation in two
generations is magical thinking: there is no precedent and no obvious reason for inflation to disappear so
quickly.
Implied 3-Month Rate in Europe and the U.S.
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also created an interesting opportunity for 5-in-5 Euro inflation swaps, which
fell to 1.7% in Europe from 2.1% three months ago. The logic behind the move is that the recent inflation
surprises have forced the ECB to hike sooner, thus reducing the likelihood of long-term inflation. In the
Orwellian logic of the New Normal, inflation is deflationary.
I may be a simpleton, but I view repeated inflation surprises as a reason to buy protection against future
inflation.
Five-in-Five Inflation Swaps in Europe and the U.S.

The fall in long-term inflation expectations is also hard to reconcile with the performance of bonds and equity
sectors. The spread between the 10-year US Treasury yields and that of 10-year German bunds fell to 1.7%
as German yields flipped positive for the first time in three years. Similarly, European banks have
outperformed their U.S. peers by 18% since the end of November. Some investors seem to realize that the
inflation shock to European yields will last more than C. Lagarde expects
Relative Performance of European Banks versus Yield Differential
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Eurozone Inflation: It Is Different this Time
Deflationists view the European experience in the 2010s as the best proof that monetary policy alone cannot
create inflation. I agree with that view: quantitative easing is a swap between bank reserves and Treasuries,
two assets which are perfect substitutes when rates are at zero. Money is only created if the government
spends or if banks lend these reserves, which will happen in 2022.
Banks are in much better shape
Eurozone banks, which were indeed
excessively leveraged before the Great Financial Crisis, had to triple their tier 1 capital ratios. Because of
negative rates, flat yield curves, and massive loan losses, they had no earnings to add to the numerator.
Hence, they had to shrink the denominator (risk-weighted assets) to achieve their new target capital ratios.
As banks cut credit to the economy, the velocity of money collapsed.
This process is almost complete: non-performing loans are back to their pre-2008 levels at the largest PIGS
banks and their Tier 1 capital ratios are above 15%.

Credit is finally expanding because of strong demand for housing loans. Housing loans are growing by 7%
annually in France and Germany and 4.5% in Italy. In Spain, a decade of contraction in housing credit
finally ended last year.
Growth in Housing Loans in the Eurozone Big 4
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The labor market is much tighter
The Eurozone unemployment rate fell to 7.1% in December, the lowest level in forty years. Rising
participation has allowed Europe to keep a perfectly flat Phillips curve in the 2010s. However, this reserve
army of workers may soon be exhausted. N. Eberstadt, the author of the eyeMen without Work
points out that the participation rate for prime age men is now higher in Europe than in the U.S. The
gap was 10 percentage points in favor of the U.S. 30 years ago.
Unemployment Rate and Participation Rate in Europe

Almost 25% of European businesses report labor shortages as a reason for lower production and some
employers are
to anyone who interviews for a vacancy. A rise in the female participation rate
could solve these shortages, but the geographical, cultural, and social obstacles are enormous: homemakers
in Southern Italy cannot easily fill open positions for software engineers in Scandinavia.
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Fiscal stimulus is coming
The January inflation surprise was bad, but it would have been a lot worse without two seasonal factors:
relatively low inflation in tourism-oriented economies and a suspiciously low print in France.
Inflation was highest in the most industrial economies: Lithuania
(12%), Slovakia (8.5%), and Germany (5.1%). On the contrary,
inflation remained contained in the tourism-oriented economies of
Portugal (3.4%) and Malta (3.8%). These numbers should
normalize as tourism picks up in the summer.
France reported inflation of just 3.3% in January, the lowest print
in the Eurozone. Investors should see data point as a one-off
accident: retail prices were reduced by the winter sales and energy
prices dropped by 5.9% year-over-year. Anyone who drives or
pays a utilities bill in France would surely disagree.
Furthermore, the prospect of the April Presidential election should lead to a surge in government spending
by the not-yet-declared candidate E. Macron. French government spending should remain strong in the
second half of 2022 as newly elected Presidents try to deliver on their promises during their first year in
office.
a
wages.
than 10% in Italy, Spain, Poland, and most of Eastern Europe.
Greece and Italy, which often struggle to access EU funds due to their excessive bureaucracies, are led by
stable and pro-EU governments whose best shot at remana.
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A weak Euro no longer helps the European economy
Europeans were happy to free ride prior hiking cycles: the European Central Bank stayed put when the Fed
hiked rates nine times between 2015 and 2019. Higher US rates attracted the
financially
repressed savings, lowering the value of the Euro an
German exporters.
This time is different! First, the Euro is as cheap as it has ever been. Adjusting for the differential in inflation
rates, the Euro has broken parity against the US Dollar, its lowest real effective exchange rate in 20
years
Real and Nominal EUR/USD Exchange Rate
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strong currency, but by a shortage of
chips. Germany manufactured just 256,000 cars last month, against a monthly average of 426,000 since
2010. High energy prices, COVID restrictions, and industrial shortages sent the German economy into a
recession this past quarter. The German recovery will depend on a full re-opening of European economies,
an easing of supply chain bottlenecks, and a peaceful resolution of the Ukrainian crisis, rather than exchange
rate manipulations.
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If anything, a weak Euro contributes to the hottest political issue of the moment: high gas prices and soaring
import prices. As shown in the chart below, the Eurozone Producer Price Index is tightly correlated to the
EUR/CNY exchange rate: a stronger Euro would help normalize the European economy.
Eurozone Manufacturing PPI versus EUR/CNY

Even the weaker European economies do not
need a weak Euro because growth will be driven
tourism, government spending, and re-stocking.
For example, declines in inventories have
removed 1.5 percentage point of Fr
GDP
since 2020 Q3. European growth will still benefit
from this catch-up effect in 2022.
Re-stocking will also boost the demand for
credit. The European Bank Lending Survey
showed that re-stocking was the biggest
contributor to industrial loan demand this past
quarter. An excessively weak Euro would
damage this rebound as firms delay re-stocking
and much-needed investment.
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Market Implications
hock to European yields is rapidly addressing the biggest global macro weakness of the Euro,
i.e., an arbitrage opportunity for financially repressed banks and insurers to sell the Euro and buy U.S.
Treasuries.
Under Basel 3 and Solvency 2, Eurozone banks and insurers are not required to hold capital against OECD
government bonds if they hedge the currency risk. As a result of the difference in yields and curve slopes,
buying a 10-year U.S. Treasury note and selling the Euro forward in one-year allowed Eurozone investors to
earn almost 100 basis point more than with a 10-year bund for most of 2021. However, the yield of a currencyhedged 10-year U.S. Treasury note has fallen to 52 basis, while the yield on a 10-year German bund has
risen to 22 basis points.
German 10-Year Yields versus Currency-Hedged U.S. Treasuries

As this arbitrage opportunity closes, less capital should leave the Eurozone and the Euro should converge
towards its purchasing power level which I estimate at 1.3 against the U.S. Dollar. At the same time, I expect
Eurozone inflation to remain uncomfortably high in 2022. Investors should favor sectors which would
benefit from inflation and a stronger Euro. Energy and materials stocks, which currently hold the first and
second spots in the StoneX Europe sector scorecard, are the obvious inflation plays. Financials, the third
pick in the scorecard, benefit from a strong currency and higher rates.
StoneX Europe Sector Scorecard as of Feb-7
Fundamentals
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The biggest macro risk to this scenario would be a quick resolution of the Ukrainian crisis. Falling gas prices
would hurt the profits of European oil majors and remove inflationary pressures, allowing the ECB to slow or
reverse rate hikes, which would penalize
A small position in Russian energy stocks, which are massively discounted due to the threat of
sanctions, would hedge that risk. The largest Russian oil & gas producers have some of the highest
proven reserves and lowest breakeven prices in the world trade for 3 to 4 times cash flow, a discount which
-term access to global energy markets was certain.

Valuation of the MSCI Russia Index
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CAPITALISM WITHOUT CAPITAL: THE TEST OF INFLATION
1
2
3
4
5-

sheets, but
The 15 most intangible stocks are worth $15 trillion despite reporting assets of just $2.5 trillion
Inflation raises the value of tangible assets at the expense of long duration intangible assets
Momentum, growth, quality, and intangibles were synonymous in recent years, but this era ended in December
The transition towards immaterial capitalism will continue despite these inflationary headwinds

, do we still live in a capitalist society
interesting Zen
Koan for investors in 2022. As is the case with most Zen riddles, the puzzle does not have a single solution:
investors should simply reflect on the question and act appropriately, i.e., buy the stocks of companies
with hard-to-replicate intangible assets which can scale and create synergies.
Whether investors understood the value of intangible assets and the difference between accounting value
and true economic potential determined
most valuable assets did not appear in financial statements trounced the ones who hoped to beat the market
by sorting stocks according to 19th century accounting ratios.
the summa
divisio in modern capitalism is no longer between economic sectors, or between value and growth, but
between asset-light and asset-heavy businesses. The S&P 500 index can be broken down into two
roughly equal halves: the 15 largest intangible companies have a capitalization of $15 trillion despite
reporting just $2.5 trillion in assets. The remaining 485 companies control $40.4 trillion in assets but are
worth just $26 trillion.
The second part will show how inflation challenges intangible investing
preference for the present, raise the scarcity value of tangible assets, and creates frictions which reduce the
scalability of intangibles. As a result, companies with a high ratio of market capitalization-to-tangible equity
have underperformed during inflationary periods, as has been the case in the past two months.
For most of the past decade, momentum and high valuations were a proxy for high
intangible assets: this era is ending as momentum strategies are rotating towards
value stocks in tangible sectors, such as energy, industrials, and banks.
However, the transition towards immaterial capitalism will continue despite these
inflationary headwinds. For example, Web 3.0 and the blockchain have created new
avenues for creating, trading, and owning intangible assets.
Investors should use the ongoing correction to refine their approach to intangible
investing: how can we identity intangibles? Are these assets scalable or depreciating?
How easily can they be replicated? What is their sensitivity to rates and inflation? Can
these assets create synergies, and will these accrue to their owners or to their
competitors? The current selloff in speculative stocks should offer long-term investors
a chance to acquire quality intangible assets with a margin of safety.
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The Rise of Capitalism without Capital
The Norman conquest of England after the battle of Hastings in 1066 can be thought of
successful private equity takeover. The Duke of Normandy saw the British Isles as a valuable asset trapped
under poor management and used leverage from the nascent banking sector to raise a small army of
competent warriors, which launched a successful raid on a much larger enemy.
He quickly restructured his conquest by introducing Roman law, centralizing the Treasury, and firing the
disgraced Anglo-Saxon elites. In order to split the spoils with the French noblemen who backed him, William
the Conqueror had to survey his new fief: the domesday book offers a fascinating statistical record of all of
assets as of 1086, from heads of cattle to serfs and abbeys to jars of honey.
The art of surveying has not fundamentally changed: the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles have
developed rules to count and value tangible assets. Principles #4 and #7, prudence and materiality,
dictate the exclusion of immaterial assets whose expected cash flows cannot be measured precisely.
This approach made sense when the Dow Jones Industrial Index was dominated by railway stocks and
industrial conglomerates.
equal to
physical property, plant and equipment, cash, inventories, and accounts
debt of $82 billion. What you can touch is what you get.
On the other hand, accountants have no insight on the value that investors perceive in Microsoft or in French
intangible assets disclosed on their balance sheets are mostly goodwill.
Investors in Microsoft and LVMH do not care about chairs and servers or the premium they paid over the
book value of the companies they acquired:
s in intangible assets, such as
software, patents, distribution networks, reputation, brand, trademarks, creative minds, and supply
chain management. As shown below, Microsoft and LVMH have similar balance sheets, despite operating
very different businesses. The summa divisio in modern capitalism is no longer between economic
sectors or value and growth, but between asset-light and asset-heavy businesses.
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This is the main lesson of Capitalism without Capital
Jonathan Haskel and Stian Westlake. The authors define intangible assets with the following four
characteristics:
Sunken Cost
Most investment in intangible assets is sunken. Contrary to a warehouse which can be sold if it is no longer
used, a new production process which does not work is worth nothing, regardless of how much was spent
to develop it. As a result, debt-financing is harder for asset-light business and easier for asset-heavy business
which can secure loans with tangible property.
Scalability
The lines of code

can be deployed at almost no marginal cost across billions
a roughly proportional investment in plants,

machines, account receivables, and inventories.
Synergies
Intangible assets feed off ea
by App Store developers
trained sales force.

intellectual property created
-

Spillovers
Intangible assets can be used in many different ways than the one they were originally designed for. For
example, sidefanil citrate was originally developed by Pfizer to treat angina. Personal experimentation by a
lucky scientist revealed a totally different application for the drug, which was commercialized as Viagra. In
addition, the little blue pill is also currently tested for its efficacy against COVID-19.
The rise of asset-lite businesses has been extraordinary: the share of tangible in the market value of the
S&P 500 ex. financials index has fallen to 84% from 213% in 2009.
Breakdown of the S&P 500 Index Market Cap over Time
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As a result, the S&P 500 index has diverged into two fundamentally different halves. In the chart below, I
ranked S&P 500 firms by how much of their market value could be explained by tangible equity (tangible
assets minus debt). The left column is made of the 15 largest intangible companies: Apple, Microsoft, Google,
Amazon, Tesla, Facebook, Nvidia, Visa, Mastercard, Home Depot, Procter & Gamble, Johnson & Johnson,
Adobe, Accenture, United Health, Nike, Eli Lilly, Netflix, Salesforce, and Costco. This list encompasses the
largest US stocks (with the exceptions of Berkshire and JP Morgan) and is worth $15 trillion in market
capitalization for just $2.5 trillion in reported assets. The remaining 485 companies control $40.4 trillion
in assets but are worth just $26 trillion.
This breakdown is especially relevant now because the two groups react differently to inflation. To which we
shall turn now.
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The Two S&P 500 Indices: High Intangibles versus "Old Economy"
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The Inflation Challenge to Intangible Investing
Inflation has a direct and negative impact on what currently makes the bulk of reported intangible assets:
goodwill. The past forty years have been wonderful for acquirers of assets: due to low inflation and falling
rates, the value of financial assets has generally risen. Those who have used leveraged judiciously to buy
-tech
billionaires in the list of the Forbes top 10.
GAAP only allows for goodwill to be revised down through impairments. As a result, judicious acquisitions
created two intangible assets: the difference between the price paid for the asset and their book value,
recognized as goodwill, and the much larger economic value of the asset, which never gets recorded. For
example, Google recognized a bit more than $1 billion in goodwill when it acquired YouTube in 2006 but the
website generated $7.2 billion in advertising revenues in the third quarter of 2022 alone.
should
drop if discount rates rise in response to inflation.
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On the contrary, tangible assets generally have a much shorter duration
cars inventories, its
machines, and the buildings it owns can be sold immediately. The value of tangible assets can be observed
immediately on fairly liquid markets and is less reliant on estimate of future cash flows. I like to think of
inflation as an increase in the collective preference for the present, which revalues immediate assets, such
as barrels of oil, used cars, toilet paper, relative to claims on the distant future, such as biotech stocks, EV
manufacturers with no revenues, and cash-burning unicorns.
Second, tangible assets are e

-

many lost brain cells. Most of the time, this is a reason to own intangible assets, whose return on invested
capital grows with revenues. But inflation and shortages increase the scarcity value of tangible assets:
for example, the value of a barrel of oil explodes when there are long lines at gas stations, but there is no
comparable effect for intangible assets because their consumption is non-exclusionary.
Third, inflation increases the uncertainty of economic outcomes, which benefits hard assets whose value can
be realized immediately. Venezuelans would prefer immediate access to US dollars, Bitcoin or gold than the
promise of an exciting long-term business venture. In inflationary times, one bird in the hand is worth
many in the bush.
Fourth, inflation impairs the smooth functioning of the economy upon which intangible assets rely.
The spill-overs and synergies created by intangible assets work best when agents cooperate, enforce
property rights, and trust institutions. Logically, the most asset-light economies are also the ones with the
highest levels of development, economic stability, and political freedom, such as Scandinavia, Switzerland,
and the Anglo-Saxon countries.
Finally, the recent trend towards de-globalization disproportionately impacts intangible assets, which
the App Store for security reasons, the firm would have no way to recoup the value it lost. On the contrary,
if Ford were banned from China, it could redirect its sales to other markets. In general, the bigger the market,
the greater the incentive to invest in intangible assets, whose value grows with economies of scale.
The performance of the firms
with the most intangible
assets supports this analysis:
as shown in the chart at right,
the stocks with the highest
ratio of market cap-totangible equity suffered
during
the
period
of
relatively
high
inflation
between 2002 and 2008 and
took off as deflation, negative
rates, and inverted yield
curves spread after 2015.
Vincent Deluard, CFA
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The Case for Active Intangible Investing
The 50 stocks with the largest ratio of market value-to-tangible equity underperformed the S&P 500 index by
4% in December, one of their worst performance on record. There could be many more bad months for
stocks with high intangible value if, as I expect, price increases fail to moderate in the spring as we transition
to an era of secular inflation.
As a result, the tight correlation between the returns of high-intangible stocks and the momentum
factor will likely break. I can think of two explanations for the fact that these two factors have been trading
hand-in-hand since 2015.
First, stocks with high intangible assets rallied continuously in the past five years so they progressively
became the momentum portfolio. Momentum, growth, quality, and high intangibles were synonymous due to
the continuous rise of the likes of Apple, Microsoft, Google, Adobe, Visa, and Nvidia.
But there is more than the tautology that momentum picks whatever factor performs best at any given time.
I believe causality may have run the other way, i.e., momentum and a high market cap had become a
reliable proxy for the presence of high-value intangible assets. Since most intangible assets are not
shown on balance sheets and investments in R&D are expensed rather than capitalized, traditional
For lack of a better
alternative, investors relied on the gap between the market capitalization of a stock and its book value to
measure intangible assets. As the value of intangible assets rose relative to tangible ones due to
globalization, economies of scale, synergies, low rates, stable prices, and longer time horizons, it was rational
to buy the stocks with a lot of intangible assets, as indicated by their high market value.
Relative Strength of Momemtum & Intangible Factor
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This logic will not work in an era of high inflation. This correction has led to such a violent rotation towards
value that only 3 of the 100 best-performing stocks over the past month where in the same portfolio
as of December 1.
As shown in the chart below, the momentum portfolio has almost entirely shifted from big growth stocks with
high intangible assets in the technology, healthcare, and consumer discretionary sectors to value stocks with
high tangible assets in the energy, financials, and industrial sectors.
Momentum strategies will experience 95%+ turnover when they rebalance, which c ould accelerate this
market rotation.
Composition of the Momentum Factor* Portfolio
* Top decile by 1-month momentum, Russell 1,000 stocks
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A few bad months for high-intangible stocks should not lead investors to abandon the concept. On the
contrary, I believe that the rise of the intangible economy is the sign of the third transformation of capitalism,
as explained in the annex, extracted from my June 2020 report, A Smart Factor to Win the War on People.
:
A secular overweight in companies with a high market value of intangible assets per worker (which I would
focus on the healthcare sector as explained in The Next Big Thing, Obviously) should be hedged with a large
allocation to inflation-sensitive assets such as gold, basic materials, and even dejected Latin American
assets
This barbell approach remains the best strategy to hedge the risks of secular inflation while still
participating in the rise of capitalism without capital via stocks with a structurally higher ROIC due
to their low base of tangible assets.
Vincent Deluard, CFA
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Investors should neither blindly follow the tech megacaps which have led this very mature and probably
ending bull market, nor bail out entirely on the concept of intangible investing.
They should use this correction as an opportunity to reflect and ask the following questions:
How much intangible assets are in my portfolio?
Are they depreciating assets, or will their value increase due to economies of scale?
How easily can these intangible assets be replicated?
How much am I paying for them?
What is the duration of these assets?
What is their sensitivity to inflation?
Can these assets create synergies with other intangible assets? If so, will these spillover effects
accrue to their owners or to their competitors?
Are these assets going to be sold with the ongoing correction in speculative stocks, and what price
will provide a sufficient margin of safety for long-term investors?
This approach is essentially active. When I first wrote about intangible assets, there was no ETF for that.
Since then,
Intangible Value ETF
ts assets are tiny, and returns have
been disappointing. Anyway, I do not think that my list of questions can be answered in a formulaic way. Any
index of high-intangible asset would rapidly become outdated: for example, the Web 3.0 revolution will
create new upside for intangible investing, by establishing new venues to create, trade, and value digital
assets and securing property rights on the blockchain.
Investors should be willing to do the work themselves, or trust managers who understand the opportunities
created by the flaws of GAAP and have a proven track record of capitalizing on the exceptional return on
invested capital of intangible assets.
ANNEX: Extract from my June 2020 report: A Smart Factor to Win the War on People
The Historical Perspective and the Case for Inflation
The absence of a natural market mechanism to correct the concentration of capital and market power in the
handful of firms which control the most valuable intangible assets means that the visible hand of government
will eventually need to intervene. The age of platforms and the digital economy surely requires a profound
hipster antitrust
enforcement may temporarily slow the platforms, but they cannot change the course of history: the
companies which emerged from the breakup of Standard Oil in 1911 still dominated the world oil market and
powered the combustion engine revolution. The 2001 United States vs Microsoft Corp antitrust investigation
Taking a longer perspective, the industrial revolution was born from the protection of capital. The East
India Company introduced the concept of limited liability in 1600. It can be argued that the industrial revolution
started in the West rather than in the more technologically advanced Ming empire because European legal
Vincent Deluard, CFA
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systems established strict boundaries between the operations of corporations and the personal responsibility
of their owners, which protected productive capital and allowed for its accumulation over time and outside of
the family structure. The world's first modern limited liability law was enacted by the state of New York in
default on its debts to France, England, and Spain led to the Second Franco-Mexican War during which
about 15,000 lost their lives arguably the bloodiest IMF adjustment program in the history.
In the 20th century, workers and consumers became the major economic engine. From
state socialism (Staatssozialismus
rise of the modern welfare state after WW2, humans, rather than capital, were seen as the primary engine
of economic prosperity. The modern multinational, with thousands of employees around the world and ruled
by a meritocratic bureaucracy following the precepts of scientific management, became the archetype of this
era of worker-centered capitalism.
The copyright act of 1976 extended the protection of the law to intellectual capital and intangible asset
became the engine of the third secular transformation of capitalism. Economic success was no longer
defined as the accumulation of capital, or the development of an industrious middle class, but as the control
of information networks and ownership of cutting-edge knowledge. The now-forgotten Lisbon Strategy
and dynamic knowledge-based econo
Wars and conflicts have also mirrored the transformations of capitalism: in the 19 th century, empires fought
over land and capital. In the 20th century, nations fought to increase their domestic markets and their pool of
workers. The major conflicts of the 21st century will be over intellectual property and the control of
information networks
intellectual property.
Workers are the unintended victims of this third transformation of capitalism. The focus on intellectual
property and intangible assets will eventually result in a massive unemployment crisis. The Covid-19 crisis
has quickened the pace of this secular transformation, as millions of jobs in retail, hospitality, and leisure
may never come back.
The concentration of wealth into the owners of intangible capital and the creation of a permanent
class of unemployed workers will eventually be inflationary. In the dystopian scenario, boiling social
tensions would eventually lead to political turmoil a path which can no longer be dismissed in the U.S. In
the more positive scenario, government interventions via Universal Basic Income schemes and public job
programs targeting the employee-heavy sectors of health and personal care would preempt the escalation
of the crisis. It is too early to tell which path history will take, but it does not matter from an investing
perspective: a secular overweight in companies with a high market value of intangible assets per
worker
the next big thing, obviously should
be hedged with a large allocation to inflation-sensitive assets such as gold, basic materials, and even
dejected Latin American assets
cockroach portfolio
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THE INFLATION CLOWN, THE DEBT JUBILEE, AND TRANSITORY DEMOCRACIES
1
2
3
4
5

The alternative to inflation is Europe-like stagnation, soaring inequalities, and demographic suicide
An inflationary jubilee would solve the debt crisis and rising rates would reduce inequalities most effectively
Social security, Medicare, the college racket and ever-rising asset prices have helped Boomers since COVID
Rising wages, the great resignation, the great migration, and demography pave the way for a new social contract
A massive political re-alignment is under way: democracies may be more transitory than inflation

Crazy but Logical Call for Stagflation
I
had COVID brain fog disagreed with my view that inflation was the solution to the most pressing of economic,
social, and political problems of our time. This sentiment was especially prevalent among Latin American
clients, who know in their flesh that inflation enriches the powerful, destroys the middle-class, and steals from
the poor.
This contradiction was summarized by the
, which mocks the economists who first
failed to forecast inflation, then denied its signs, and before eventually claiming that it was a good thing.
The first part will show that the alternative to inflation is a Europe-style lost decade of negative rates,
demographic suicide, and soaring inequalities. After having witnessed the euthanasia of European
The second part will make the case for THE INFLATIONARY DEBT JUBILEE. A decade of 7% inflation
would half the real value of the $1.7 trillion in student debt. A decade of financial repression would euthanize
the rentier class and wipe out all public debts. The Volcker-style hikes which will eventually end the
inflationary jubilee would reduce inequalities by depressing asset prices and allow young generations to buy
cheap homes and compound wealth at positive real rates.
The third part will show that COVID has initially strengthened the four chokeholds which underpin
boomers rule: inflation-indexed pensions, the generational transfers of Medicare, the college racket, and
ever-rising asset prices.
The last part will show that the boomer ice age is ending. Rising wages, the
great resignation, the great awakening of labor, the great migration, the
crypto/NFT bubble, lower immigration, and demographic trends are shifting
power in favor of Millennials and GenZ-ers.
This report in general and its conclusion on the future of democracy in
particular will be more political than usual. Yet, my eclectic mix of egalitarian
and libertarian beliefs is not necessary for the generational New Deal.
One simply needs to believe that every human life has inherent value, that
prosperity is good, that inequalities should solely be based on the common
good, that individuals should have maximum agency over their lives, and that
decisions should be discussed publicly with accountable leaders. I am
unfortunately not sure that
democracies can reach these goals.
Vincent Deluard, CFA
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The Alternative: the Path to Economic Euthanasia
Before we dig into my case for the inflationary debt jubilee, we must first consider the alternative, which
would be another decade of deflationary stagnation. The low growth, low-inflation equilibrium is a vicious
circle which has entrapped Europe and Japan for decades, as summarized in the diagram below
Most economists agree with the first-order causal links illustrated by the black arrows in the chart below, but
they rarely discuss the complex web of feedback loops shown by the red arrows. An ageing population
depresses demand and interest rates, but causation also runs the other way. Because growth is low and
economic dynamism is weak, young people are encouraged to leave ageing societies.
Being a civil servant or a clerk in a
large corporation which benefits
from free central bank money is the
rational choice in a stagnant
economy with no inflation. Brains
rot and entrepreneurs despair.
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Because governments are weak,
monetary opium, in the form of ever
lower rates and QE, becomes the
only tool of economic policy.
s, soaring
asset prices and a sense that
trillions are spent without
democratic accountability, feed
populism,
which
further
weakens governments.

Economic stagnation and deflation also mechanically increase the weight of the government sector, whose
expenses keep rising due to retirement and healthcare programs. As a result, more asset purchases and
negative rates are required to service
mounting debts. The ever-growing government
sector reduces
rents for insiders. Retirees and public sector
employees with a high propensity to vote dominate electorates and perpetuate the status quo.
Vincent Deluard, CFA
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Not all is bleak on the path to economic euthanasia. Thanks to deflation and a shrinking population,
real GDP per capita has risen by about 1% annually since the banking crisis ended its high-growth period
30 years ago. Similarly, Europeans enjoy much better healthcare than Americans, retirees can age
peacefully in picturesque villages, and anyone who owns an apartment in Paris, Barcelona, or Geneva has
become a multi-millionaire.
The great glaciation is even quite pleasant for the well-educated and generally honest Eurocrats whose main
goal is to maintain the status quo until they become eligible for their comfortable-but-not-excessively-lavish
retirement packages. Populist revolts, such as the gilets jaunes or
troika
occasionally disturb this order, but the system eventually phagocytes its critics with the promise of sinecures
in the
many institutions or coerces them with the threat of closed ATMs.
Demographic suicide is the only real threat to the status quo. Soaring home prices devastate populations
more rapidly than the black plague: without immigration, the populations of South Korea, Singapore, and
Hong Kong would halve every generation. This may not be such a problem for densely populated metropoles,
but total fertility rates have also fallen below 1.3 in large countries with traditionally healthy families, such as
Italy, Spain, and Ukraine.
Total Fertility Rate in East Asia
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and the US is less
advanced on the path to economic euthanasia. Yet, the inequalities caused by the tech bubble, the
growing gap between coastal cities and the rural heartland, and the student loan crisis are slowly tearing the
fabric of society apart. Life expectancy is the crudest measure of
performance: because of the
cost of the US private equity-owned healthcare system and millions of
, the average
white man has lost life expectancy over the past 20 years. For reference, even post-Communist Russia
did not experience such a sustained decline in life expectancy.
Life Expectancy for White Men in the US
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The Inflationary Jubilee
How can Western democracies leave the path to economic euthanasia? The excellent book I am currently
reading, the Great Leveller: Violence and the History of Inequality from the Stone Age to the 21 st Century,
shows that wars, pandemics, and revolutions have been the only effective solutions to inequalities, mostly
because they make everyone poorer.
wars and bloody revolutions, I turned to the Bible for
ideas on how our elders handled generational inequalities. According to Leviticus 25:8-13: every 49 years,
you shall make the fiftieth year holy, and proclaim liberty throughout the land to all its inhabitants. It shall be
a jubilee to you; and each of you shall return to his own property
Fittingly, it has been 49 years since the start of the last great inflation. A decade of 7% inflation would half
the real value of the $1.7 trillion in student debt. A decade of financial repression would euthanize the
rentier class and wipe out all public debts, as was the case after World War 2. Going full MMT and freely
spending newly created
(!) would
purchasing power. Sure, there is a high risk that inflation would run out of control
and eventually lead to Volcker-style rate hikes, but that painful medicine would be a good thing, ultimately .
The chart below shows why by measuring the numbers of hours at the minimum wage required to buy a
share in the S&P 500 index. I think of this ratio as the terms of trade between generations: youngsters must
sell their (usually low-qualified) work in order to buy assets. Old generations have depleted their human
capital and must purchase
with the assets they accumulated over time.
buy 20 times more hours of labor with one share in the S&P 500 index than they could in 1981. This
ratio must go down if we do not want to become a gerontocracy where youngsters toil as the indentured
servants of entitled boomers.
Inflation, which increases wages and compresses corporate margins, will start the job, but the real kicker
would come from rising interest rates. Since financial assets are a claim on future cash flows, the most
effective way to reduce their value is to increase their discount rate. Unsurprisingly, the terms of the
generational trade were most friendly to young workers after the Volcker rate hikes, right when boomers
came of age and acquired cheap homes and shares. A decade of inflation ending with brutal rate hikes
would allow Millennials to acquire assets and compound wealth like their parents did.
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From the Winter of Despair to the Spring of Hope
The COVID Winter of Despair
Crazy but Logical Call for Stagflation
written. However, its solution, the New Deal I envisioned in Not OK Boomer: a Manifesto for Generational
Revolution has not emerged yet. If anything, generational inequalities have exploded with the everything
rally unleashed by the central bank
. The ratio of the S&P 500 index to the Federal
minimum wage soared by 47% since its already sky-high level of 2019.
Boomers and older generations oppress their children with four powerful chokeholds, which have all
become more suffocating with COVID.
1. Cost of living adjustments
-ofobstacle against using inflation to default on boomers. According
to the Social Security Act of 1973, Social Security and Supplemental Security Income (SSI) payments are
indexed on inflation, protecting retired and disabled workers from rising prices. As a result, social security
payments have risen by 397% since 1975, outpacing the Federal Minimum Wage by 68 percentage
points
consumption basket is skewed towards items whose prices have risen
much more rapidly than the broad consumer price index: rents, tuition, childcare, and health insurance. By
contrast, boomers, who benefit from Medicare and typically own their homes, have enjoyed the deflationary
effects
everyday-low-prices and pay the swimming pool boy the same minimum wage today as
they did 12 years ago.
Social Security Payments vs Minimum Wage
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Adding insult to injury, cost-of-living adjustments are indexed on the Consumer Price Index for Urban Wage
Earners and Clerical Workers, which has risen faster than the CPI-U since boomers started to retire in 2010.
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2- Rising healthcare expenses
As the cost of healthcare goes up, the relative
value of the free care offered to those over 65
increases. Medicare now consumes 4% of
GDP, up from 1.1% in 1980. Covid, which has
led to an explosion of obesity, mental health
issues, addictions, and other chronic conditions,
will mechanically increase the share of medical
spending, and the value of the free care paid to
senior citizens by taxing the working young.
3- Student debt and the college racket
The fact that student debt cannot be discharged in bankruptcy is perhaps the most obvious sign of systemic
generational oppression. In a country which takes pride in giving people second chances and in which
bankrupt real estate speculators become President, student loans are like Jean Val
yellow passport: a
permanent scarlet letter whose shame can never be redeemed.
Joe Biden the candidate had promised to cancel the first $10,000 off students loan
for poor families. These promises have been forgotten by Joe Biden the President,
whose administration plans to resume student loan payments in May 2022.
After Covid exposed the sad reality that most of what is taught in college can be learned just as well (or
poorly, depending on the perspective) on YouTube, many hoped that the cost of boozing and occasionally
frolicking with other wealthy young adults would drop from its current price tag of $80,000 a year. Alas, the
University of California Regents just approved a plan to raise tuitions indefinitely, despite receiving an extra
$1.3 billion in taxpayer subsidies last year.
4- Unaffordable real estate prices
House Prices-to-Income Ratio
Access to property, not avocado toasts, is the
biggest generational roadblock. A house is the
sole financial asset for most Americans:
Millennials and GenZ-ers cannot start families
basement. Unfortunately,
the average price of a US house has risen
to $484,000, or 34 years of full-time work at
the Federal Minimum Wage.
That ratio has been multiplied by 3.5 since
boomers bought their first homes in the 1970s.
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The Spring of Hope
Boomers are clinging to their four generational chokeholds with all their strength, but old age is weakening
their grip. Five signs show that a generational spring is slowly emerging under the melting glaciers of the
long boomer ice age.
1- Rising minimum wage
The denominator in most of the generational charts showed earlier is finally rising. While the Federal
Minimum Wage has been stuck at $7.25 an hour for 12 years, states and cities have stepped up. $15 an
hour has become the standard in almost all coastal state and cities. Compensation at most large
multinationals, from Amazon to Target and Disney World to Bank of America, starts at $15 per hour.
Minimum Wage in Selected States

The average hourly earnings of workers without diploma have outpaced inflation by 18% since 2012. Bluecollar wages are rising faster than those of college-educated workers, and that is a good thing!
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2- The great resignation
In the often-cheesy-but-sometimesimprisoned and tortured for years before finding out that the door to her cell had always been open.
American workers have come to a similar
epiphany by realizing that they can walk
away from the abuse of mean bosses,
entitled clients, soul-crushing meetings, and
the tyranny of Key Performance Indicators.
A record 4.5 million Americans quit their jobs
in November and 2022 should feature a
mind-boggling 40 million resignations.
For comparison, only 22 million had left their
jobs in 2010, the first recovery year after the
prior recession.
The quit rate is highest among the (crappy)
jobs disproportionately occupied by young
and poor workers: hotels, restaurants, and
retail.
3- Labor is finally awakening
The Labor Action Tracker paints the picture of a pre-revolutionary country. There are more than 50 active
strikes or labor actions in the State of New York and 39 in the San Francisco Bay Area.
Even the relatively privileged employees of
Apple, Netflix, and the University of California
are bargaining for better wages and working
conditions.
Covid will likely be remembered as one of
these collective experiences
which
shapes generations and renews the social
contract, just as the massacres of World War
1 accelerated the long fight for universal
suffrage and the atrocities of World War 2
gave birth to the universal welfare state.
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4- The great migration
The migration of urban workers from overcrowded coastal cities to more affordable states such as Texas,
Idaho, and South Carolina could reduce generational, geographic, and economic inequalities.
The young workers who moved to big cities were unwillingly
of living with roommates until their late 30s and postponing family life. Thanks to affordable homes and
cheaper prices in Boise, Charlotte, and Houston, GenZ-ers and Millennials may finally have a shot at the
American dream of a white picket-fenced home in a middle-class suburb.
A more widespread repartition of job opportunities would also allow young workers to stay closer to their
families and childhood friends. Instead of facing the loneliness of the professionally successful but
geographically uprooted big city worker, the traditional solidarity networks would kick in: grandparents would
watch over young kids, saving the absurd cost of childcare in San Francisco or New York. Childhood friends
would console struggling working parents at the local pub. Church groups would help with mental health
issues and addiction.
Last, the great migration would also help bridge the gap between the urban archipelago of Democratic
coastal cities and the conservative hinterland of red states. As the Bay Area empties into Texas and Idaho,
San Francisco would benefit from having fewer Tesla-driving crypto bros and Boise would enjoy more varied
eating options and a higher tax base. Partisan divisions may eventually recede: hatred flourishes when the
opposite camp is only known by the caricatures presented on cable TV, but it diminishes when humans with
different beliefs learn to know each other.
5- The great crypto / meme stonk / NFT bubble
The social and generational aspects of many of the r/WallStreetsBets posts were fascinating. The reddit
crowd was not just looking for quick get-rich schemes, but for community, as expressed in the
, who destroyed the economy and the stock market by building
too many ugly McMansions in Arizona, was also a common motivation of the reddit army.
NFT became an act of
generational justice. I expect that most of these late-cycle fads will eventually fall to zero, but it does not
matter for my point: bubbles transfer wealth from early adopters, who were predominantly young, to late
followers, mostly boomers who waited for the SEC to approve the ProShare Bitcoin ETF to buy
cryptocurrency.
6- Lower immigration
I believe that COVID will accelerate the global trend towards nativism and hostility towards immigration.
Chinese leaders have found that locking down the country permanently did not hurt the economy all that
much, helped keep trade surpluses at home, and facilitated
.
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Other Asian countries will follow, including historical democracies which will maintain visa restrictions,
quarantine camps, and lockdowns in order to preserve consistency with failed zero-COVID approaches.
Mobility will remain disrupted for years and travelling hassles will remain even after the pandemic is long
gone. For reference, the TSA still requires passengers to remove their shoes to board planes 20 years after
the failed 2001 shoe bomb attempt.
In Europe and in the US, the backlash against immigration unleashed by terrorism and the 2015 migrant
crisis will continue to fuel nativist policies. Furthermore, Liberals
-immigration stance is
orthogonal with their insistence on safety-first policies, lockdowns, and vaccine passes. Third, migrants may
no longer want to risk perilous journeys abroad without the assurance of being able to come back to their
loved ones.
Lower immigration would add to the current wage pressures in the hospitality, agriculture, and
construction sectors, among others. Entire regions may not function without access to cheap and often
illegal labor: who will pick fruit in Andalusia? Harvest blueberries in British Columbia? Bus the tables of Miami
Beach clubs? Build
giant stadiums and penis-shaped skyscrapers?
Last, immigration helped hide the painful physical and mental decline of the US working class caused
by decades of under-investment in education, healthcare, and local communities. The deadly obesity
pandemic, the
deaths of despair
e a major economic problem,
rather than an unpleasant detail swiftly brushed under the carpet by coastal elites.
7- Demography
-class professions are destined to
face permanent labor shortages, recurrent disruptions, and much higher costs.
Share of the Workforce by Age
The average American truck driver is 48
years-old, which is already older than the
broader blue-collar workforce. The average
turnover rate for long-haul truckers is
greater than 90% due to long hours, health
issues, and low compensation.
Furthermore, the Drug and Clearing House
requirement has banned 54,000 drivers
since it went into effect in 2020.
Needless to say, COVID, ageing, and the
work preferences of younger generations
will compound these issues in the coming
years.
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The demographic fate of farmers is even
more catastrophic. According to the US
Department of Agriculture, the average US
farmer is a 57.5-years white man with 21.3
years of experience.
What will happen to this knowledge once
these farmers retire or, more likely, die on the
job?
Speaking of death, the 2020 report on
by French MP O. Damaisin
found that older farmers committed suicide at
twice the rate of the broader population.
The generational turning will also shift electorates away from the
pro-boomer deflationary policies of the 2010s. Millennials and
GenZ-ers will make up half of the voting age population by
2028. Boomers and older generations may postpone the day of
reckoning due to their higher turnout, but they are fighting a war
against the clock that they cannot win.
This generational turning matters because age is one of the most
powerful determinants of voting behaviors. The Center for
American Progress shows that Gen-Zers favor Democrats by a
net 28 percentage point margin. It is natural for a Progressive
think-tank to assume a bright future for the Democrat Party
Coalition of the Ascendants
shape values and social attitudes, rather than political affiliation.
Broadly speaking, younger generations favor the
collective over individuals, governments over
markets, safety over liberty, social justice over
profits, and the environment over economic growth.
the political preferences of Millennials and
GenZ-ers are inflationary, while those of Boomers
and Gen-Xers were deflationary.
Which brings us to our conclusion on the political
effects of generational strife.
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Generational Warfare, the Political Re-alignment, and Transitory Democracies
Democratic strategists naturally assume that the ongoing generational turning will benefit them: Democrats
World War 2.
This wishful thinking is not only complacent but also factually incorrect. The populist left is the natural
frustration with traditional parties and their desire for greater
social justice. In Chile and in Spain, traditional center-left parties have managed to build coalitions with the
populist left but these divisions can also tear apart established parties, as has been the case in France and
in the United Kingdom. Will the B. Sanders movement stick with N. Pelosi, J. Biden, and P. Buttigieg once
the perceived threat of D. Trump wanes?
The more likely scenario is that the Democratic Party ideological contradictions cause its implosion at its next
rout, which should happen this year. The Republican Party, in which the war between populists and
established elites started six year ago, may be quicker to adjust to the great re-alignment of Western
electorates
with Hispanics and Black voters could transform the
Republican Party into a Jackson-style party of rural and working-class voters.
It is not clear that democracy-as-we-know-it will survive the ongoing generational turning and
political re-alignment. Established elites from both sides threatened by the shift of the political tectonic
plates have already attempted to restrain free speech, suppress voters, and question the legitimacy of the
elections they lost. Political entrepreneurs have leveraged social media and old populist techniques to seize
power from the outside. The great COVID scare has further boosted the impulse to restrict liberties, control
speech, and coerce political opponents.
I feel passionately about these generational issues because they strike at the fundamental weakness of
democratic regimes: how can majoritarian systems represent the interests of the unborn? How can
democracies prevent a dominant generation from awarding itself undue benefits at the expense of its
children? How can welfare states adjust to demographic transformations? And do welfare states saw the
branch on which they are sitting? Do public pension systems and free healthcare incentivize humans not to
have children? Can democratic institutions avoid being captured by private interests over time? Wealth
seems to concentrate during periods of peace and stability: can democracies correct for this tendency? Are
the two fundamental objectives of democracy, equality and liberty, congruent or divergent?
I do not pretend to have the answers to these complex questions, but I wish more people thought about
them.
It seems to me that the current consensus views inflation as transitory and democracies as permanent. I
would encourage readers to consider the opposite hypothesis, i.e., that democracy proves to be more
transitory than inflation.
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THE BULLISH CASE AND A SMART WAY TO BUY THE DIP
1
2
3
4
5

Nominal GDP growth will likely exceed expected EPS and sales growth in the next two quarters
Sentiment turned very negative last week, and the Fed rarely hikes during large stock market corrections
Bulls should look for a slowdown in core inflation, an inversion of the yield curve, and a big bond rally
The Fed will eventually have to choose between its inflation mandate and bailing out the stock market
Investors can hedge both risks with cheap Latin American assets and defensive Swiss stocks

-2003 and 20082009 bear markets, all the 10%+ corrections in US stock prices turned out to be great buying opportunities
in my lifetime.
the Three Nightmares of 2022
so I was not surprised by recent market swings. At the same time, this report will acknowledge that the
bullish case is getting stronger because the combination of lower prices and soaring earnings is rapidly
problem. Analysts expect earnings and sales to grow less than nominal GDP in
the next two quarters, which paves the way for positive surprises. Sentiment fell to a negative extreme last
week and history suggests that the Federal Reserve will turn dovish if stocks fall more and if high-yield
spreads widen.
Three signs would help investors to buy the dip. First, a drop in core inflation, which would allow for the
exercise of the Fed put. Second, an inversion of the yield curve, which would pressure the Fed to slow its
planned hikes. Third, a return to a clearly negative correlation between stocks and long-term Treasuries,
especially on down market days. A big bond market rally would force target-date funds and fixed allocation
investors to buy loads of stocks at the end of this quarter.
Conditions #2 and #3 are possible and even likely if the
sell-off accelerates, but inflation is the wild card. Last
meeting hinted at another inflation
surprise for January, and I remain convinced that four
25 basis point hikes will not solve secular inflation.
However, a big enough sell-off could trigger a dovish
response from the Fed even if inflation does not slow. The
Federal Reserve will face a painful dilemma in 2022:
destroy the stock market to combat inflation or
destroy the U.S. dollar to bail out financial assets.
Investors can hedge both risks with a barbell portfolio
of cheap, inflation-sensitive Latin American assets
and an overweight on defensive CHF-denominated
Swiss stocks. Heads I win, tails I do not lose: this beats
buying the dip blindly.
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The Bullish Case
Here are two sentences I thought I would never write: US GDP expanded by 11.7% last quarter and sellside analysts are too pessimistic. Yet here we are: analysts expect S&P 500 index companies to grow
revenue by 11.1% in Q4 2021 and 8.5% this quarter and they forecast that profits of the largest US
companies will grow at a slower rate than nominal GDP in the next two quarters.
S&P 500 index earnings growth is forecasted to slow to 6.1% in Q1 2022 and 4.6% in Q2 2022. I recorded
a twomy inflation obsession
especially labor costs, will pressure corporate margins in 2022. But at the same time, the basic math of
operating and financial leverage almost guarantee that earnings growth exceeds top-line growth: for
reference, the average growth of S&P 500 index EPS over the past 30 years was 36% when nominal
GDP growth was above 5%.
S&P 500 Index Sales growth versus Nominal GDP Growth
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Second, an argument can be made that sentiment reached a pessimistic extreme this past week. A net
29% of the investors surveyed by the AAII were bearish on stocks and almost 80% of Nasdaq composite
stocks traded below their 200-day moving average. Both measures are comparable to the levels observed
at the market bottoms of March 2020, December 2018, and February 2016
Net Bullish Sentiment in AAII Survey versus Nasdaq Breadth
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The combination of brutal price declines and explosive earnings growth is rapidly curing the
valuation problem of U.S. stocks. The S&P 500 index trades for 23 times trailing earnings and 19 times
forward earnings. Furthermore, forward multiples are likely overstated due to analysts cautiousness on 2022
profits. Granted, the 2017 and 2019 cyclical bull markets rolled over when multiples reached 20, but the
macro environment is much more favorable to equities today: 10-year Treasuries still yield less than 1.8%
According to the mantra of
the past decade, stocks are the There Is No Alternative asset. Anyway, who needs an alternative asset when
real yields are so low and growth is so high?
S&P 500 Index P/E Ratio versus Yields and GDP Growth

The prospect of
balance sheet and three rate hikes before June has
been the immediate causes of the current sellwillingness to hike is inversely proportional to the damage it causes on the stock market. This great chart
from my former colleague and great friend Warren Pies shows that 71% of Fed hikes happened when the
stock market was within 6% of its all-time high.
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Warren concludes that Jay Powell is bluffing, and that a
continuation of the selloff will force the Fed to pause
its hikes in 2022. The Eurodollar futures market is more
nuanced: four hikes are priced in next year, but the
market does not expect that the Fed Funds rate will rise
to the dots-implied equilibrium level of 2.5%.
While history suggests that the Fed put should be
exercised if the S&P 500 index loses another 10%, the
members of the FOMC have never been confronted with
7%+ inflation. Therefore, the bullish case for stocks is
entirely dependent on a moderation of inflationary
pressures, to which we shall turn now.

What to Look for to Get Back In
The inflation debate seems to mirror
. J. Powell initially denied
etired in favor

transitory
of more prudent forecasts
FOMC statement
was even more cautious in the
be inclined to raise his own estimate of 2022 core PCE inflation
probably gotten just a bit worse

t hasn't gotten better. It's

My guess is that the chairman was trying to prepare the market for an inflation surprise in January.
His case for lower core inflation later this year also sounded very weak "we will eventually get relief on the
supply side. And, you know, the ports will be cleared up. And there will be semiconductors and things like
that. Now, what we're learning is it's just taking much longer. So I think -- longer than expected. And that I
think does raise the risk, that high inflation will be more persisten
How could consumer prices decelerate significantly when the cost of all the factors of production is
soaring? Economic output is produced from labor (rising by 4.7%), land (rising by 18%), imports (rising by
10.4%) and commodities (rising by 33%).
60
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A second condition for a pause in monetary tightening would be an inversion of the yield curve. This
has already partially happened, as 20-year yields have risen above 30-year yields. 10-year yields exceed 5year yields by only 15 basis points so this condition could be met rapidly.
Trea

A return to a strongly negative correlation between long-term Treasuries and stocks would be the
strongest signal to get back into stocks. First, the gap between falling Treasury yields and rising dividend
yields would eventually become so large that investors are forced to buy stocks and sell bonds because
I am especially interested in this correlation on down market days: investors want Treasuries to rally
when stocks sell-off, rather than see bonds fall when stocks rise. As shown in the chart below, the downdays correlation between 10-year Treasuries and stocks is just on the verge of positive.
Trailing 1-Year Correlation between the S&P 500 Index and 10-Year Treasuries
Down Market Days Only
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Treasuries have also failed to hedge against market volatility during big equity selloffs. The S&P 500 index
lost more than 1% on 27 days since the start of 2021: 10-year Treasuries have lost an average of 2 basis
-off assets fared better especially
Bitcoin which has traded like a leveraged beta play this year. A big bond rally during a stock market
selloff would help Treasuries reclaim their risk-off mantle, increase the relative attractiveness of
stocks, incentivize the Federal Reserve to pause its hikes, and force fixed allocation investors to buy
stocks.
Average Performance of Risk Off Assets during Equity Market Selloffs*
*Selloff defined as 1% or greater decline in the S&P 500 index
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Speaking of rebalancing, the S&P 500 index soared by 4.3% in the last two days of January while long-term
Treasuries lost 1.2%. The breadth of the rebound and the absence of any obvious positive catalyst suggest
that the move was caused by end-of-month rebalancing by fixed allocation funds. Could the last days of
March deliver even greater cross-asset flows from target funds, as has been the case in the past four major
corrections?
As shown in the chart below, the two total market index ETFs used by
target-date funds have
lost value since this correction began. Stocks have underperformed bonds by less than 3% so we will need
a few more risk-off days for the target-date whale to come and save the quarter.
Performance of US Stocks and Bonds since December 10
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If I were a betting man, I would guess that the first condition (a slowdown in inflation) is very unlikely, the
second (a yield curve inversion) is probable, and the third (a big bond market rally during an equity selloff) is
likely if the correction accelerates. Conditions #2 and #3 will likely be met if equities drop another 5% which
should lead to a short-term buying opportunity. However, I do not expect inflation to slow in 2022 and
therefore do not expect a sustainable rally for U.S. equities.
I want to address one last possibility: that inflation does not slow but that the Federal Reserve turns dovish
anyway. For now, J. Powell talked a big game and dismissed recent stock market volatility, but the pressure
to appease investors would be a lot stronger if the S&P 500 index dropped below 4,000 and if junk bond
spreads widened.
If I am right about secular inflation, the Federal Reserve will eventually face a panful dilemma: destroy
the stock market to combat inflation, or destroy the U.S. dollar to bail out financial assets. I am not
sure which would be better. Fortunately, investors do not need to guess whether the Federal Reserve will
choose the Scylla of an everything bear market or the Charybdis of high inflation.
They can hedge both risks with a barbell portfolio: on the one hand, cheap Latin American assets can
protect investors against soaring commodity prices and the debasement of the U.S. dollar, while paying a
very attractive carry. On the other, the Swiss Franc would thrive in a major bear
absurdly large reserves and the strength of the Swiss economy. As shown at right, both trades worked well
during the 2001-2003 bear market.
EM and the CHF during the 2001-2003 Bear Market

Heads I win, tails I do not lose: here is a rare good bet for a turbulent 2022.
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